Abstract "Radio Frequency Identification" (RFID) 
Introduction
Shopping in supermarkets is a tradition and people tend to be conservative when it comes to changing their habits. The author believes that the virtual model of e-commerce will not be adopted by the grocery industry, and that this industry will not experience a significant change because of the Internet, at least not in the near future, due to the present culture attraction of physical market and traditional shopping experience. For many, shopping is still a culture and social event, and this culture will resist the fully digital form. In addition, Internet enforces trade-off of the richness of products" information.
On the other hand, technology became an important part of our life and it has provided a convenient life style for the new generation. From this perspective, the need to apply new technologies to grocery shopping experience is becoming more demandable, along with maintaining the enjoyment and culture of this experience.
In B2C e-commerce model, considering customer shopping behavior not only improves commerce system"s design, but also improves the marketing strategy. The dominating stream of current businesses activities focuses on increasing shopping efficiency gains by increasing customer loyalty and decreasing expenses. A major aspect of shopping efficiency is through allowing customers to handle major parts of the shopping process by themselves and reduction of processing times. What is required is the merchants need to take into account myriad attitudes and approaches and make the experience satisfying for customers. Also the merchants should make every visit personalized for the customer, full of information, content and offers who want an in-depth and global view of their purchases. This can only be done if the merchants use some machine learning algorithms to learn the customer shopping behavior and store this to make recommendations for the users based upon his preferences and past shopping history
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a method for automatic identification that uses short range radio signal to identify object and users. It is used to allow reading the products data without direct contact.
The heart of an RFID system is the "RFID tag" which encapsulates an integrated circuit and a transponder for data storage and transmission. The tag can be attached to an object and be read out with a reader hardware either in the form of a hand-reader or a RFID gate [14] . For applications in commerce, the dominating RFID standards come from the EPCglobal consortium. EPCglobal defines characteristics of RFID hardware, the structure of the stored data, and the middleware for data exchange across corporate borders [6] .
A small but growing number of enterprises have already picked up on the RFID technology, and there is a widespread expectation among decision makers that RFID based systems will significantly gain in relevance in the midterm future [12] . With RFID integrated in the new models of mobile phones, it is believed that the use of RFID in commerce will gain even more attention on the B2C and C2C models of commerce.
Business Intelligence (BI)
Today, many business intelligence (BI) refers to the skills, technologies, applications and practices used to help a business acquire a better understanding of its commercial content [17] . BI technologies provide historical, current and predictive views of business operations. Businesses are using BI to cut costs and improve decision making.
It is interesting to observe that Larry Fogel [18] identified three important components of intelligence; ability to predict, ability to adapt and ability to take appropriate action. As the population continues to increase and consumers are presented with more choices, the numerous challenges that a retailer face become more pervasive. To stay competitive, businesses must take an analytical, guided and prescriptive approach to understand business and customer behavior. Prediction can help the retailer to do this. Prediction uses data patterns to make forward-looking predictions or to make complex statements about customers by evaluating multiple data patterns.
Adaptability in general is seen as the ability to change something to fit to occurring changes. Adaptability is the system"s capability to adapt itself to the changing environment, for example, we have Internet news sites which adapt their displayed content (headlines) to a user"s preferences and previous search history. Adaption to future circumstances requires prediction. It is clear adaptability is a very important component of intelligence.
Lastly, the most important component of an intelligent system is the ability to take appropriate action. If a system can predict as well as adapt and if it unable to take appropriate action then it cannot be called as intelligent. This means the system should be capable of optimizing and recommending the best course of action. This paper proposes iShopper, a dual-mode prototype of an intelligent shopping assistant to provide users with a range of services that aims at reducing shopping time, cost, and cognitive energy for the customer. In addition, iShopper reduces manpower cost and increase sales for merchants, with free and simple interaction. iShopper services are fully integrated with web interface as well as mobile access to maximize convenience of shopping where users can organize their grocery list ahead of time and save time in store while shopping. The main objective of iShopper is to create new shopping incentives through exploiting the high penetration of mobile communications, as well as the opportunities that emerging automatic product identification technologies and business intelligence offer to the grocery sector.
The author believes that with RFID technology embedded in the next generation of mobile phones, mobile phones will become a center piece of shopping and payment.
Literature Review
Lots of retailers worldwide are using different services and products which enable the customers to shop by themselves. In this section we illustrate ways of use of RFID technology in the grocery industry, as well as aspects of intelligence depicted in some previous works. Some works focus on prediction of consumers" behavior as the intelligent component, while others on shopping modes of interfaces. iShopper intelligence is identified by its ability to provide the three important components of intelligence; prediction, adaption, optimization and recommendation. Systems integrator Intelligentz [9] is using RFID-based tracking system that would allow stores and shopping cart management companies to trace the movement of grocery shopping carts both inside the store, as well as in the parking lot and beyond. The system delivers detailed data on consumers" shopping behaviors throughout the retail environment including: consumer shopping patterns, wait times, traffic counts by category, time spent in each category, retail conversion rates and asset management.
A European group working on the MyGrocer project [13] is developing so-called intelligent shopping carts that use RFID to keep track of what is in a cart and allow shoppers to wheel their carts right through the check-out line. The amount a shopper spends is then deducted from a shopper's bank account electronically. In MyGrocer, RFID tags used and readers placed throughout the store and on the carts, the carts can help shoppers locate the items they want on the shelves.
Inco Denmark [1] is a nationwide supplier to food sector in Denmark. Inco Denmark"s is the first cash and carry store in Denmark to provide self-service checkouts, called Fast Track, where customers scan all items while shopping and afterwards pay at a special checkout all by themselves. The shopper assistant is placed in a holder installed on the cart so that it is easier to maneuver the cart around the aisles while shopping in the store.
JOYA is a venture by Datalogic [10] . Joya enable retailers to study the customer habits, expectations, and shopping history in order to deliver personalized offers. Products scanned with Joya are placed directly in bags in the cart, in the way customers want. Customers can pick up a Joya pod from the dispenser located at the entrance, and the pod lights up when reading their loyalty card. It gives a personalized shopping experience for customers, providing targeted offers, sales promotions and advertising messages. The customer uses Joya to scan the barcode of all products before placing them in the cart.
The IBM Easy-Order system [3] uses PDAs to display personalized grocery information to each shopper before, and during their shopping trips. At First, a list is developed on the PDA, and then sent to the supermarket to be compiled and picked up. Another system was also developed at Georgia Tech [8] where the PDA was used as an aid during the shopping trip to show locations and information on items in a list. In each, the shopping list was emphasized as the essential artifact of a grocery trip, enabling all other interactions. Both also stated as a design goal that it should be possible to compile or augment a shopping list per customer based on previous purchase history. They also produce individual profiles of customer behavior in the form of sets of association rules for each customer which could then be restricted by a human expert.
Plesea [15] in his paper has proposed an intelligent product identification system for supermarkets. The system uses the RFID technology for monitoring the goods and the Bluetooth technology for communication between shopping cart or transceiver on the one hand, and the department server on the other hand. The shopping carts are equipped with an electronic system based on a specialized computer with LCD display. The computer has an RFID sensor, which has the role to supervise all the goods in the shopping cart.
A personal handheld multimodal shopping assistant called "ShopGenie" [5] provides the user with the ability to create a shopping list, search for items in a store database, suggest recipes based on items in the shopping list, and display a store map with the items in the shopping list highlighted to make them easier to find. The shopping assistant is imbued with a simple and efficient artificial intelligence that allows it to recognize spoken natural language. The shopping assistant runs in conjunction with another program, the program Manager, which handles the integration of speech recognition for simultaneously running applications. An Intelligent Shopping Assistant described in [4] designed for a shopping cart mounted tablet PC that enables individual interactions with customers. They use machine learning algorithms to predict a shopping list for the customer's current trip and present this list on the device. As they navigate through the store, personalized promotions are presented using consumer models derived from loyalty card data for each individual.
In previous works, intelligence is identified as the ability of the system to predict individual actions, use tracking systems or non-textual user interfaces. iShopper identifies intelligence as the ability to use tracking systems to collect real time data while shopping, allows sharing, integrating and analyzing these data, and predict, adapt, optimize, and recommend accordingly.
iShopper
iShopper (Intelligent Shopper) demonstrates the power of e-commerce technology for grocery industry. It aims not to change the industry structure or value chain but strengthening existing players and their traditional distribution. iShopper benefit from the development of technology to facilitate the shopping activity and make it intelligent. An important feature is that iShopper has a free and simple interaction. It provides two modes of interaction; web and mobile phone.
iShopper helps merchants analyze customers" individual needs, this will attract more customers, increase products' sales using targeted recommendations, promotions and products' recipes, reduces store's expenses by limiting the number of cashiers (human resources), and build long term relationship with customers.
With iShopper, shopping in supermarkets is not only about buying goods, it is beyond that. Shoppers go through all the typical traditional procedures with the help of technology to enhance their shopping activity. Customers get recommendation on what products suit them the best, based on their demographic features and purchase history. They also get promotions on certain products based on their grocery lists as well as their purchase history. Moreover, iShopper can optimize customers' shopping lists and adapt to their budget in hand, by providing alternatives with a lower cost. These features made iShopper an intelligent system. Not to forget the sense of interactivity, iShopper has created a community for the shoppers where they can create, share and review recipes. To provide the ultimate convenience, iShopper has eliminated the bothersome of waiting in long queues by enabling the customers to automatically check out using their own mobile phones.
iShopper grasped the opportunity of utilizing RFID technology and business intelligence infrastructure to improve shopping experience and marketing. Many of the shopping assistant systems mentioned previously in the literature review claim to be intelligent although they do not offer intelligent components identified Larry Fogel [18] . iShopper is an intelligent system since it provides prediction, adaption, optimization and recommendation. The recommendation system in iShopper benefits from optimization to get a complete understanding of customers by doing deep analysis of sales based on customers' demographic characters and purchases history. Also, it will analyze prediction and offer something completely different from standard business reporting and sales forecasting.
iShopper Architecture
iShopper consists of three components; the RDIF reader embedded in the mobile phone (a transceiver), a transponder (RFID tag) placed on shop items electronically programmed with unique information, and the store"s server which has a central database with items full characteristics and details.
When the user places the mobile phone near the item and within the electronic zone, the unique identifier (ID) stored on the product"s RFID tag, contacts the database to fetch more information about the product and displays it to the user. If the user decides to purchase the product (s)he selects an "Add to Cart" option and the recently read product will be added to the shopping cart.  Grocery lists management -iShopper enable customer to create and manage multiple grocery lists, each with one or many items, together with their prices and quantities. Grocery list management encompass creating, deleting, and sending grocery lists to other shoppers in iShopper, and adding and removing items to and from the grocery list. iShopper intelligently assist in creating grocery list by automatically suggesting the customer"s preference brands, sizes and quantities in light of his/her previous shopping behavior.  Shopping cart management -While shopping, iShopper collects items to be purchased, together with their quantities. Shopping cart management encompass adding and deleting items to shopping cart, as well as recommending items based on added item and other customers" behavior who bought the same item. Promotions are displayed for added items if exist.  Item Information retrieval -iShopper provides both visitors and customers with the ability to fetch and display item information which includes name, category, price, quantities available, ingredients, location in store. Information retrieval is performed via RFID reader or web site. In addition, iShopper provides browsing and advanced search for items.  Recipe management -iShopper aims at increasing sales through enabling social networking. It enables users to create recipes and link the ingredients to items from the store"s database. Users can also comment on and rate recipes.  Personalized recommendation -iShopper provides customers with personalized recommendation of items while managing grocery list and during shopping. Recommendations are performed by analyzing user"s purchases history and/or behavior of customers who share him similar demographics.  Targeted promotions -iShopper provides targeted promotion techniques based on consumer preferences. It allows customers to view promotions on items in his grocery list, or promotions available on his/her preferred items in light of his/her previous shopping behavior.  Budget saving -iShopper provides customer with alternative grocery list with lower budget when requested.  Self check-out and auto payment-Customers do not need to upload the cart at the checkout or wait in queues. Customers pay by themselves by waiving their mobile phones at an RFID reader and using the market stored value payment
The above features define an aid system that enhances the shopping experience for grocery shoppers.
The Grocery List Management
Bellamy et al. [1] found that Shopping list management system is the determine features for the success of any shopping assistant. The grocery lists management system allows user to organize his/her grocery list prior to the shopping experience. This would save time while shopping, remind user of shopping items, controlling shopping budget and reducing cognitive energy needed in memorizing shopping items. Bellamy et al. case study found that the personal grocery list is what attracts people to a shopping assistant system.
Prior to the shopping experience, customer may create a new grocery list or retrieve an existing grocery list. When creating a new grocery list, a dialog box appears and asks the customer to name the grocery list. A default generic name is given automatically by the system. Customers can save multiple grocery lists. For instance, Weekly grocery list, Monthly grocery list, BBQ grocery list, etc. Customers can retrieve the desired grocery list using the Grocery Management System (GMS).
Once a grocery list is created, users can add, update, or remove items from the grocery list. iShopper uses adaptive methods to personalize the adding items process. Through brand loyalty and consistent user"s shopping behavior, customers most likely purchase same items and with the same quantities. Therefore, iShopper checks users" history to speed up the creation of grocery list. By checking "use my history" checkbox, when a user choose a category, the system will automatically check the customer"s previous history, analyses his/her preferences, and set the manufacturer, size and quantity, as default values. Customer is always given the ability to change default values.
One of the functions provided by GMS is sending Grocery list to a friend. Customers can send the grocery list to any iShopper customer. The grocery list then appears on the receiver"s grocery list and ready to be used while shopping.
Shopping Cart Management
To start shopping, customer may select grocery list (s)he wished to shop and select "start shopping". This will create an empty shopping cart. User may set the budget not to exceed while shopping by selecting "by budget" and entering the amount in hand. iShopper will warn the customer when shopping exceeds the amount in hand.
To add a product to the shopping cart, user should wave the mobile phone in front of an item, (about 2.5 inch distance), the RFID embedded in the mobile phone reads the unique Identifier (ID) stored on the item's RFID tag, contacts iShopper's centralized database to fetch more information about the item and displays it to the user. Details will include product name, manufacturer, price, expiration date and ingredient. By clicking "Add to Cart", the recently read item will be added to his shopping cart. Customer is always given the ability to delete items from shopping cart. With each added or deleted item, the final total of products is updated accordingly.
While shopping, iShopper analysis customer"s shopping behavior, recommend items and display promotions accordingly. iShopper usually recommends items based on other customer"s shopping behavior with similar demographics. Promotions are displayed based on the analysis of the shopping cart content and customer"s preferences. Once a shopping experience is over, user may click "checkout". iShopper will remind the user of any missing items in the Grocery list. The customer clicks on "Ignore" to be redirected to the payment page.
When customers have finished shopping, there is no need to unload the cart at the check-out and no waiting in queues. Self-service check-out is provided for customers. At this point the customers pay by themselves using the self payment system.
Item Information Retrieval
iShopper provides users with two modes of item information retrieval; the retrieval of item information through RFID, and with the browsing and advanced search web-based services. Since items are divided into categories and manufacturer, items can be accessed based on category name or manufacturer name. Full product information is displayed upon selecting on product name. The information held about each item includes product name, manufacturer, subcategory, size, price, ingredient, and picture.
At any point in time, user can add products to grocery lists by selecting a product and a grocery list, then clicking "Add to Grocery List" option, or check related recipes by clicking "View Recipe" link.
Price comparison
One of the key features of iShopper is allowing the buyers to exploit various prices and discounts among manufacturer. This is met by providing the buyer with the ability to perform price comparison of items of the same category and from different manufacturers. When the user requests a search comparison, iShopper searches the database and retrieve all the items that belong to the specified category and subcategory. The system then displays the matching items with their prices. Customers can select one of the items and immediately add to a specific grocery list. Price comparison is another aspect of optimization in iShopper where it suggests the optimal product for the user on price bases.
iShopper Database
iShopper has an onboard database that contain data for products, customers, grocery lists, shopping carts, shopping history and recipes. Typically, a recommendation system compares the customer's profile to some reference characteristics along with his purchases history to predict the products the customer will likely to buy [16] . The following data is stored about customers' demographic features. Demographic information is closely related to consumer purchasing behavior.
 Customer id -the customer identifier (ID) is unique for each registered customer. The customer ID is used for storing and retrieving customer"s demographics and shopping activities.
 Name -The customer name is stored and used for personalization of messages  DOB -Customer"s Date of Birth is directly related to shopping preferences  Gender -Customer"s Gender reveals the different preferences between men and women and have been used to uncover opportunities in the sale of clothing, soft-drinks, and more.
 City -Customer"s geographical location is used to discover opportunities especially in food, music, clothing and cosmetics.
 Income -Customer"s annual incomes range is used to measure market density and to anticipate changes in spending power and the desire for certain lifestyle.
 Family Size -Customer"s family size. The number of children has an influence on different spending patterns.
 Occupation -Customer"s occupation used to uncover opportunities in sales and spending power.  Marital status -Customer"s marital status and the presence and ages of children, together called family life style. This is used to reveal opportunities in housing, appliances, food and beverages, automobiles and recreational products.
 Property Type -Customer"s property type is used to measure the market density and to anticipate changes in spending power and the desire for certain lifestyle.
Recipes Management System
In order to increase sales, iShopper uses Social Networking technology to encourage sales through recipes management system (RMS). Through RMS, customers have the ability to generate recipes based on certain items. Item with associate recipes will have "check recipe" link next to it. Also, at any point, user can check the recipes by clicking on the "Recipes" button from the main page.
The unique dimensions of e-commerce technologies suggest many new possibilities for marketing and selling, and iShopper introduces RMS to increase sales for these products in a non-commercial way. It matches recipes in the database with items in the user"s grocery list or in the store in an attempt to increase sales of items.
Promotions
Supermarkets tend to be full of promotions on different products, which could be distracting and irritating for some customers especially when promotions are not tailored to their needs and preferences.
iShopper aims at reducing customer annoyance and increase products' sales using targeted promotions. iShopper provides two types of targeted promotions; "On My Grocery List" promotions on products of the same category to items in the customer's grocery list, and "Recommended for You" promotions on products of frequent occurrence in the customers shopping history. In the first type, the customer can find promotions on products similar to the ones (s)he plans to purchase. For the second type of targeted promotions, the customer can find promotions on products (s)he usually purchases and not included in his grocery list. In addition, customers can browse and search all promotions in the store at any point of time.
Recommendations
Personalization is targeting the marketing message to specific individuals by adjusting the message to a person"s name, interest and past purchases. iShopper makes it possible for merchants to know more about consumers and be able to use this information more effectively than was ever true in the past
The Recommendation System form a type of information filtering (IF) technique that attempts to present information items that are likely of interest to the customer. Typically, iShopper recommendation system compares the customer's profile to some reference characteristics along with his purchases history to predict the products the customer will likely to buy. These characteristics are the customers' demographic features. These predictions will be provided using widely used data mining techniques, association rule mining, clustering and classification.  Clustering data mining technique [21, 22] is used to divide the registered customers into groups depending on their demographics features. Customers with similar attributes are grouped together. This will create market segments which help the store to understand the type of customers it serves and their shopping behavior.  Classification data mining algorithm [23] is also implemented to map the new customer to one of the groups. The new customer will join the most appropriate group where the customers' demographics are much closer to his.  Association rule mining seeks useful associations that occur frequently together in a large set of data. iShopper uses Market Basket Analysis for association rule mining [20] . This algorithm will generate recommendation to the customer.
iShopper is a dynamic system which track products added to grocery list and/or shopping cart and accordingly recommend others. While adding product to a shopping cart, iShopper recommend products by clicking the "People who bought this product, bought these products too". Recommendation is based on the analysis of the purchase history of customers who share him similar demographics and have bought the added product.
While adding products to grocery list, iShopper recommends products through the "Recommended for you" link. iShopper analyses the customer"s purchases behavior to determine what other products (s)he most likely to purchase with the added product.
Adaption and Optimization
iShopper provides customer with alternative options to his/her grocery list and helps save money. This is done by replacing the products on his/her grocery list with other products from different manufacturers which offer the same size, quantity but with lower price. iShopper implements the money saving option using constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) techniques [24] .
Each item has a domain of values which contain all products that are the of the same size, but with a different manufacturer and price. The system optimizes the adapted list by initiating the variables with values from the domain, which the customer usually buys based on his previous purchase history. Where at the end, all products will satisfy the constraint which is, total must be less than or equal to the customer"s budget in hand, as a result for the adaptive algorithm, and prioritize the values based on product brands the customer usually buys, as a result of optimization.
The algorithm below in figure 4 describes the implementation of the adaptive algorithm as well as the optimization of the resulted list to the customer preferences.
iShopper enables customer to choose items from the current grocery list that has to be mandatory in the adapted grocery list. To do this; Customer enters his maximum budget, and selects the mandatory products and then presses "Save Money" option as illustrated in figure 5 below. An alternative grocery list is presented to the customer containing all customers" needs but with lower budget and without changing the mandatory products. The customer clicks on "Change My Grocery List" to replace his grocery list with the resulted one, as shown in figure 6 .
Another aspect of adaption in iShopper is through using the customer"s preferences and previous shopping history to assist in adding items and quantities to the grocery list. When adding an item to the list, the user will most likely use the "Use My History" option. Each time an item is added to the current table along with the corresponding previously purchased item, if any. It is here that the shopping assistant becomes adaptive and personal. 
Payment System
iShopper provides stored value payment system that permits customers to make instant online payments based on value stored in the store account without waiting in queues. To use the iShopper payment system, Customer is required to establish an account by specifying a credit or debit account they wish to have charged or paid from when conducting shopping. When a customer makes a payment using iShopper, the amount is transferred from the customer account to the store"s account. The payment is done either through pressing "pay" or passing through checkout reader. Mobile phones in iShopper acts as mobile wallet, containing authentication of consumer, store and transfer of value, and keeping the purchase history of customers. Figure 7 illustrates the iShopper payment system.
Implementation
For a prototype, we equipped a mobile phone with RFID Reader, Integrated Type II CF card plugs into the Type II CompactFlash slot of Windows Powered Pocket PCs x. As mentioned previously, new versions of mobile phones are expected to be equipped with RFID readers. Windows server has been installed on a computer to emulate the store"s server, which runs Server SQL.
The communication between the transmitter-receiver of the mobile phone with a server of the store department is carried out by means of wireless technology, Internet connection or Bluetooth technology. 
Conclusion and Future Work
While preserving the tradition of shopping, adding the flavor of technology would create the best convenient shopping experience. iShopper was developed with this concept in mind. In the proposed prototype, RFID make it possible to implement a finely grained and immediate collection of data, which in turn enables more detailed and precise analyses on the BI side. iShopper leverage two of the most important modern mobile technologies, web accessibility and RFID. The next generation of mobile phones is made with a built-in RFID, which improves the intelligence of mobile phones to sense and respond to their surroundings.
iShopper is a great advantage for any supermarket in this age of mobility, where nearly everyone owns a mobile. The benefits of a combination of RFID and BI on the manufacturer"s side are evaluated. It is assumed that the possibilities to couple BI and RFID to gain detailed and timely insights into shopping processes, as well as the option to interlink the internal with the inter-business perspective can lead to efficiency gains within sales. Overall, the results indicate that a connection of BI and RFID has powerful business potential that goes well beyond operational improvements. The benefits and of course costs of a BI Infrastructure for data integration, refinement, and analysis should therefore not be neglected in a cost-benefit evaluation for RFID.
